
A S'LVDY OF MUTUAL FUNDS 

INDIVIDUAL SECURITIES 

Maior price movements " & 

Sixty instances of major price rr~ovements in specific securities are 
observable during the 1953-58 span in the nlonthly data provided 
for the 30 common stocks sclec.ted for special study.24 Thirtp-threc 
of the 60 arc cases of price advances and 27 are declines. Each of 
these periods of price movement was divided into thrcc subperiods in 
the same rnanner employed for the earlier allalysis of aggregate 
common stock market inovcments. The basic tit~ta Ibr the analysis 
of the major price movrnler~t~s are the pcrcentage chmge in market 
price of the specific secwrity, nct purchases in that security by the 
investrrient funds covered in this stud\-, the New York Stock Exchange 
volume in that security, and the ratio betweell the latter two. Each 
of these statistics was computed for the complete price movement 
a n d  for each of t,hc three subperiods into which these movc~rlents were 
divided, as n total figure and on t~ per month basis. The fund net 
purchase figures in the 2 months preceding the rnovelr!cnt were also 
used to obtain a better perspective fron~ nhich to view activity during 
t l u ~ t  movement. An ndjustnwnt for ~ ~ e t  inflow was I I ~ R ~ C  in the 
aggregate malysis but is not appropriate for the individutrl securitie~. '~ 

r . I he :~ggregutr da ta  did not ilrtlicnte thitt the rate of Cund net pur- 
c.h:tses 01 cornnlon stock clurin: periods oS ni:lrket decline was signiE- 
c8antl-y tliffcrent I'ron~ t t ~ e  rate during periods of market d-i,uncc. The 
Iintii~l<s for the intiivitlud securities arc sortlcdlat at r:tri:~rwr with 
this c.o~~c.lusion Tile I'uncls were less lilit~ly to be net sellers dllrinfi 
price increases t l~itn (Iurmg price cle(v-e:tse~.~~ AS show11 in tt~ble Vi-8, 
the I'untls were net sc.llers in only 7 01' 32 mses when the price was 
rising but in I 1  of 27 U-hen the pricr xws I'irllirq. Although this differ- 
eucac ~niglit be regartled :IS stiitistically significant, it still shows thr  
funds ;IS net pur[*hi~sers urcr 11:dI' the time in a prim tlecline. Any 
interpretation I'ron~ tl~ese d ; ~ t i ~  tha t  the I'ut~tls are destabilizing on the 
tlouwswing must rest on tllc I'untl3' f,iilure to support the price to the 
extent they do in a11 upsu ing or to t11e ext~ri t  u arri~nted by their in- 
flow. The evidence c.ou!tl d s o  1)e constr~ued :is supporting the 
h~po t l~es i s  that  the funds have been destabilizing in price advnnccs. 
Again c.;~ution must be exercised in this interpretittion since the funds 
have h:rd net purchase ba1:inces in general. 

Only sustnined prim- movrrnwts in individual securities were classified as major market movenicnt 
for. pnrpnstss of this analysis. Periods in wlricli 1)riws u-ere relatively stahlr wen., thus, excluded from 
this part of tha. an:%l!.sis. 

1"hr funds were nf t sellers in indivi<lnal srniri t , ic~ lrrwwntly and thc rat,io of net purchasrs in a par- 
t,icul;lr st,rnrity to nrt intlnw WRP quit- small rarely as hiah as 1 pcrcmt. Any adjustment in view of 
tlwse rel:~titn~ships would hr quite trrinous a i d  nonc will h!, employed in any of the analyses based on 

. .~ ... .. . . . ...... . . . -. . ".. . . 
26 Most of t'tr cviAwce pws-rt d in t tr in  scction is I ~ n s ~ ~ d  on t,ht' 30 common stocks in which funds had 

thrir I;tr.qrst rl,,llnr holdinas fnr  thv stndy ppriod. Caution slioul(1, thus, be exercised in any generalizations 
from these 30 issues to  other common storks. 
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-- 

Positive ...................................................... 41 
Negative ...................................................... 18 

TARLE VI-8.-Relation between direction of major price movement i n  individual 
securities and fund  net purchases during movement, monthly data, 1953-68 

Total ................................................... I 1 3 2 i  27 I 1 59 

Sign of fund net purchases 

- - -  

1 Net purchases were 0 during 1 of the incrrasPs. 

NOTE.-Difference is si~nificant a t  the 0.1 level. 

Direction of price movement 

Increase I Deereasc / Total 

Table VI-9 presents data similar to those of table VI-8 except that 
the direction of price rnowment is related to fund balances in the 
prereding 2 months. Thew data euggrst that thc funds may stiarr 
prtrlial rrsponsibilitp for inducing some of these price niovenients, 
particularly the d c r l i n ~ s . ~ ~  This table shows that the funds were net 
purchasers in. 22 of 3 1  instanws in the 2 months preceding a price 
rise, but net sellers precedinq R price dedinc in 14 of 27. I n  view of 
the funds' net purchase balance throughout the study, the latter 
seems quite striking. iic+cepting this as consistent with the 
hypothesis that the funds have been at  least partially responsible for 
some of tficse major price movements in thcsr issues, ththir role in the 
movement after. i t  is started deserves further attention. 

T ~ B L E  VI-9.-Relation between dzrection of major price mouernent i n  mdividual  
nccurilies and fund net purchases i n  2 months preceding ttmvement, monthly data, 
1953-68 

Direction of price movement 
Sign of fund net purchases 2 pr~reding months 

I 1 Increase 1 Decrease 1 ToVal 

positive. ..................................................... 1 n 1 I 
;: 1 35 

Negative ...................................................... 1 9 1  23 

1 Data not available for 2  of the incrcnsos. 

NOTE.-Difference is si~nificant a t  the 0.05 level. 

Inspecting first the price increases, i t  is apparent from tables 
VI-8 and VI-9 that the funds had n few more positive net purchases 
during the upswirig than preceding it. This difference is not statisti- 
cally significant. Moreover, a comparison of net purchases in the 2 
preceding months with net purchases during the price rnovement 
reveals that  net purchases by the funds increased in 15 cases and 
decr~xsed in 16.28 These findings give no general indictttiori of in- 
creases in the funds' net purchases of specific issues when their price 
is rising and are more consistent with a hypothesis of no systematic 
pattern. Comparison within the three subperiods leads to a similar 
conclusion: the funds showed little propensity tjo increase or. decrease 
their net purchases during the various stages of upward movements 
in price. Net r~urchases were increased between the first and second 

27 As discussed previously, these data could he interpreted as forecasts rather than activity which was 
partially responsible for the change. " A comparison among issues that share in the same general market movement is made latcrin thissection. 
The comparison introduces an automatic ajustmeut for general market level changes by virtue of the fact 
that those issues participating in the movement are compared with each other. 
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subperiods in only 18 of 33 issues and in only 16 between the second 
und third subperiods. The tendemy of the funds to have positive 
net purchases during price increases seems to be a cont'inuation of the 
decisions made in those rnonths preceding the advance rather than a 
reaction to it. The funds do demonstrate a general refusal to become 
net sellers during these upswings as showu by a shift from a net 
purchase role to that of a net seller in only 3 of 22 issues.29 

Inspecting next the data with respect to price declines, thc shilt 
I'roni a nlajoritj- of riet sellers preceding declines to a majority of 
riet purchasers during t,he decline is in t'he dil.ection of stabilization, 
but again not statistically significant. Other evidence during price 
declines shows t'hat the funds increased their net purchases in 17 of 
the 26 instances for which dat'a are available and decreased tllern in 9. 
This pattern also suggests a stabilizing action dthough its significance 
must be modified by the funds' natural tendency to have net purchase 
balances and the fact that the funds had higher than average net 
selling balances at  the beginning of thesz declines. Wit8hin the sub- 
periods, the funds became destabilizing. The funds exhibited a fairly 
substantial tendency to decrease their net purchases in the third 
subperiod, reaching their lowest point a t  this stage for 14 of 27 obser- 
vations, and decreasing net purchases between the second and third 
periods in 19 of 27 instances. 

The data available also permit comparisons among various securities 
in the four different generrtl major market movements (the declines 
of 1953 ar~d  late 1957 and the increases of 1955-56 and 1958). The 
common stocks that moved in the same direct,ion as the 1n:wket during 
these periods were compared in the percentage change in market price 
(both total and per month) and in fund net purchases for each of the 
four time intervals previously identified. Fund net purcllttses were 
considered on a dollar basis and as a percentage of New York Stock 
Exchange volume. This analysis introduces an automatic adjustment 
for price changes in other securit,ies since various issues that part'ici- 
pate in the same general price nlovernent are compared with each 
other. For each of tjhe market movements, various cornparisoris 
between fund net purchases and changes in market prices of individ- 
ual securities were made. None of these attempts suggested un 
explanation of the differential price movements of these securit,ies 
in terms of fund net purchases in them. 

The aggregate analysis of weekly turning points in 1956 and 1957 
revealed no consistent relation between fund net purchases and stock 
prices at  these pivotal dates although fund discretionary action ap- 
peared to be destabilizing a t  the highs and stabilizing at the lows. 
The unnlysis for the individual securit'ies does not lend it,self to a 
separation of total net purchitses and discretionary activity and only 
the former is employed. A further difficulty is found because t'he 
dates of the turning points for the market average do not coincide 
with the date,s of the tjurning points for specific issues. Weekly data 
were provided only for the 4 weeks surrounding the four general 
turning points so the analysis must be based on them. The actual 
high (or low) prices for the specific securities were ascertained within 

20 A wide variety of probability models is available for calculating the expected number of shifts from net 
purchases t o  net sules, but all of those cmployed yielded a greittcr number than thr 3 of 22 which =.as oh- 
served. 

45301--62--27 
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each 4-week period and the timing of the price changes was compared 
to the timing of fund net purchases. Within each 4-week period, 
rank c,orrelations between net purchases and market prices were com- 
puted for each security and various c~mbinnt~ions of the coefficients 
were averaged. With one exceptmion, the results did not indicate the 
existence of any relat,ionship between fund net purchases and market 
price in these individual issues a t  these turning points. The one 
exception was the trough of Oct,ober 22, 1957, when the evidence 
suggests the existence of a slight positive relationship (destabilizing). 
The evidence was not st,rong in this one instance, and, in view of t t e  
lack of evidcncc in the rest of the unalysis, should probably be at- 
tributed to chance.20 
Monthly ar~alysis 

Regression equations based on the monthly data for the 30 rnl~tunl 
fund lavorit.es, c,ontrary to those based on aggregat'e monthly data, 
indict~te a significant positive correlation bet,ween market prices and 
preceding fund net  purchase.^. The regressions between fund activity 
and preceding market prices, however, reveal no consistent relation- 
ship, :t result similar to that obtained from the aggregate data. The 
unalysis for individual securities possesses t,wo inherent advimtages 
not present for t>hc aggregate data,. The number of observlttions is 
consider:~bly increased, permitting more powerful analysis in terms ot 
statistical test's, and the data can be adjusted for pricc changes in other 
securities so that t'he fact'ors affecting t,he general level of stock prices 
are kept constant to ;t considerable extent,. 

The forms of the regressions for individual securities are conceptu- 
d l y  quite similar to t'hose use,d for the aggregate analysis. T h e  init,ial 
level of tho dependent variable is introduced as a crude attempt to 
lrold ot,her factors affecting relative stock prices constant and t'o permit 
the separnt,iorl of long-run and short-run effects. The explanatory 
variables of principal interest are employed for each of the three im- 
mcdiutely preceding months, the periods found most promising in t'he 
aggregate antdysis. The stock prices of' the  specific securities are ex- 
pressed as a rat,io cf the St>tindtlrd & Poor's composite index in order 
to adjust for any geneml change in the level of market prices. It is 
in t,his form t h a t  market price is ernploycd, both as the dependent 
variable and :is an independent variable, on the ~ssumption that the 
price: fluctuations in a part.iculilr seanrity vis-a-vis price cht~ngcs in 
other securities we  more useful than the change by itself in dis- 
entcmgling the impact of funds Erorn other influences. 

Changes in basic economic conditions will, of course, generate 
changes in this ratio, but such changes would be positive for some 
securities and negative for others and would not be expected to  
disturb general conc,lusions which are based on a considerable number 
of issues. Fund activity, when the dependent variable, is expressed 
as the ratio of fund net purchases in a specific securit,y to fund net  
purchases in all comnlon stock. The denoininat~or of t,his ratio indi- 

30 Of 18 securities in which the funds took positions on opposite sldes of the market during this 4-week 
period (i.e., they had net purchase balances in at least one werk and net sales in at least one week), the rank 
correlation was pos~tive for 10 issues, nr~ative lor only 5, and zero tor 3. Considering only the 15 cases 
where the coelficient was nonzero, the difference is significant at the 0.05 level using a nonparametric test 
of the equal likelihood of positive or negative signs. The number of different comparisons made for this 
study of wrpkly turning points would suggest that chnncc alone might produe lhis one "statistically slg- 
nificant difference." The funds were net sellers in each of the 4 weeks in 2 of the 30 securities and were 
not net sellcrs in any of the 4 weeks in the remaining 10 securitics. 
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ca2;ea the decision made with respect to common stocks in general. 
Givm this decision, the view of the funds toward any specific security 
is CR relative one that is indicated by this ratio. When fund net 
pumhases are used as the indepentlcnt variable, one can defend 
conceptually the use of either the ahsolute value or the ratio. The 
dollar figure indicates the actual amount that was invested in the 
security and is perh*ips superior, though the ratio has the advantage 
of showing the relative importance given by the funds to each security. 
Equations enlploying the absolute net purchasrs were computed for 
all 30 securities, but equations containing the ratio were computed 
for only a sample. 

The two equations used for the bulk of the analysis were: 

f 
and 

(2) 
Pit- 1 4 t -  ' U Z ( L - 5 )  d4i(t-3) --a+b, - 
pi 

, -------+b3 - + b 4  ---- 
I )  + t M ,,,, P(,-,) 

with the terms defined as before and the subscript "i" referring to an 
individual security. The constants of the regression equation, the 
adjusted coefficients of determination (with and without the initial 
level of the dependent variable), and the mean of the market ratio 
where it is the dependent varinble are presented in appendix tables 
I -  1 I - .  The high serial correlation between the market 
price ratio in time "t" :md the same ratio in time "t-3" is evident in 
the increase in the coefficients of determination with the introducticn 
of the latter ratio and in the fact that the regression coefficient of 
the initial level is more than double its standard error for every 
security. The same phenomenon (extremely high serial correlation) 
is not observable between the net purchase ratios a t  "t" and a t  "t-3." 

The results ol' the regressions indicate a positive correlation between 
net purchases in "t" and market price in "t" for several of these indi- 
vidual securities. The regression coefficient showing this relationship 
is statistically significant for 6 of the 30 issues and i t  is positive in each 
of the 6. The evidence also suggests positive relationships between 
market prices in "t" and net purchases in periods "t-1" and "t-2," but 
the results are not statistically ~ignificant.~' 

An inspection of the signs of the regression coefficients suggests a 
inore widespread positive correlation than indicated by the above 
comparison. As shown in table VI-10, 23 of the 30 equations possess 
positive regression coefficients for net purchases in "t" when "t-1" 
and "t-2" are also included; and 22 of 30, for net purchases in "t-1." 
These findings lend strong support to the position that increases by the 
funds in their monthly net purchases of a particular security have been 
followed on the average by increases in the price of that security rela- 
tive to general market prices. Similarly, decreases in their net pur- 
chases have been followed generally by relative decreases in the mar- 
ket price. The data in colurnns 3 and 4 of table VI-10 show the same 

31 Significltnce tests are appropriate at  two stages in this statement. First the regression coefficients 
are compared to their own standard crro1.s. -4 0.05 level of significance was emplAyed at this stage. Second, 
consideration must he niron to the fact that 30 separate comparisons have been made. The expected num- 
ber of "significant differences" due to chance at the 0.05 level is 1.5. The binomial distribution indicates 
that the six observed for "t" is significantly  water than expected from chance a t  a 0.01 level, but the two 
and three for "t-1" and "1-2" are not significant at  even a 0.1 level. 
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pattern when consideration is given to only those coefficients that are 
larger than their own standard error. In  the latter comparison, net 
purchases in "t-2" also show a significantly higher portion of positive 
signs. 

TARLE VI-10.-Relation between market price and fund net purchasps of 50 ~ n d i -  
vidual common stocks, distribution o f  sians o f  reowsslon r o ~ f f i r i ~ n t s ,  monthl!y data, " " " ~, ~ - - - - -  A,.-- J a n u a r y  1963-September 1958 

The regression coefficients are expressed in units showing the averaqe 
change in the ratio of the market price of a specific security to the 
Standard and Poor's C'omposite Index associated with an increase in " 
fund monthly net purchases of $100,000. The average level of the 
price ratio is obviouslv of some consequence in this relationship. but 
a division of the coefficient by that average level converts the figure 
to a percentage point change in the price ratio where the base for the 
computation is the average ratio for each security. These adjusted 
regression coefficients were multiplied separately by the standard 
deviation and by the arithmetic mew1 of the funds' net purchases in 
that securit . The resulting figures permit an appraisal of the eve- 
nomic signi f?' cance of the funds' transactions. The standard deviation e 

introduces R concept which relates the siqnificance of fund activity to 
differences in fund net purchases from month to month while the 
arithmetic mean introduces a concept of total influence based upon 
the level of fund activity. Sirnilnr statistics, computed by sumnliry 
the regression coefficients, provide a crude indic:ttion of the cumulativr 
effect. The results thus obtained approximate, under the vttrious 
assumptions, the percentage point change in the relative ninrlret price - 
that is produced by furid activity. 

As shown in table VI-11, the regression coefficients do not assume 
very large values for net purchases in time "t" when the standard 
deviation is employed, but values of greater magnitude am recorded 
as the coefficients are summed or the arithmetic mean is sulxtituted 
for the standartl deviation. Only four securities exceeded 3 percentwe 
points in the first instance (time " f "  and standard deviation) and none 
exceeded 5 percentage points. When the coefficients :Ire sumn~ed for 
all three time periods and the standard deviw tion is wppliccl, six. secu- 
rities take on values in excess of 5 percentage points with a maximum 
of 6.3 I'or United States Steel. The use of the arithmetic mean in 
time "t" likewise produces an increase in t,he number of serurities for 
which the result is of rm anpreriable magnitude with four euce~ding 
10 percentage points and Arnerada reachinq a level of 22.7. When 
the regression coeficients are summed and the arithmetic mean is 

I Independent variable 

....................................... Net purchases (t) 
.................................... Net purchases (t-1) 
.................................... Net purchases ( t -2 )  
..................................... Market prim (t-3) 

Nuruber of 
plus signs 

-- 

1 23 
1 22 

19 
1 30 

I cr; 

Numbpr of 
minus signs 

-- 
7 
8 

1 I 
0 

1 Significant a t  the 0.01 level. 
2 Significant at the 0.05 level. 

Coefficient exceeds 
standard crror 

- -- 

! 13 2 
1 

1 30 0 
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employed, nine securities exceed 10 percentage points and Amerada 
reaches 40.8. 

TARLE VI-11.-Number of individual securities in which adjusted regression co- 
efficients exceed given values, m o n t h l ~  data, market price dependent ' 

6' 8 ,  t only 
Do. ......................... 

.................... Z(t, t-1, t-2). 
Z(t, t-1, t-2). .................... 

I Number of securities with adjusted 
1 regress~on coelficients 

Factor ' Exceeding 3 Exceeding 5 1 Exceeding 10 1 percentage / percentage I percentage 
points points points 

Standard deviation ........ 
Arithmetic m e n n ~ - ~  ....... 
Standard deviation ........ 

1 The original regression coeflicients were divided by the arithmetic mean of the dependent variable and 
were multiplied by  the factor indicated in col. 2, i.r., either the standard deviation or the arithmetic mean 
of the funds' monthly net  purchases for the particular security. 

Attempts were made to iso1~1te those securities in which the Sunds 
seemed to demonstrate a potentially large economic impact and to 
examine any characteristics conmori to these securities. Standard Oil 
of Indiana, United States Steel, Ariierada, Gulf Oil, and Continental 
Oil were among the top 10 in all 4 lists and the resulting coefficients 
were positive in every Four of these five securities are 
oils, :tppreciubly more thari rnight be expected even after adjusting for 
the fact that 10 of the 30 are oils. The funds' net purchases in each 
of these securities exceeded 3 percent of the New York Stock Ex- 
change volulue Tor the tilue span of the study,33 but no general pattern 
of relationsliip between the ratio of exchange volunle and the various 
regression coefficients (in any of the forms) was disclosed by further 
study.3" 

The data for the entire study period supply l~dditional evidence 
thrtt there is a positive relation between the funds' net purchase of 
a particular security and the price rnoveirlent of that security. Table 
VI-12 presents the percentage increase in the market price of the 30 
selected issues, the funds' net purchases in each issue for the major 
part of the period,35 and the percentage increase in the Standard & 
Poor's Composite Index. Of these 30 securities which were invest- 
ment fund favorites, IS experienced a percentage increase greater 
thari the market arerage, >\rid the arithmetic mean increase for all 
30 was 126 percent cotnp:wed to 90 percent for Standard & Poor's. 
Within thesc 30 securities, those in which the  fund net purcliases 
accounted for the largest percentage of the Nrw York Stock Exchange 
volume showed, on the average, the pes tes t  perceutage increase. 
The coefficient oT rank correlation between these two variables is 
+0.37, :~pproxirnately double its standard error. The rank correla- 
tion between the funds' dollar net purch:ises and the percentage 
increase in niarket price is also positive, hut so~newhttt lower a t  0.21. 

32 I t  should be noted that the values of thcse various st:rtistics :ire gencrnted hy common factors in several 
inst:rr~crs. 

33 The ratio of fund met purl,hnses to  Yea York Stock l?~ch:ln:r, voluinr evcecdcd 3 percent for 16 (or 
a p ~ ~ ~ o ~ i r n d t c l a  half) 01 t he  30 scc.urities. 

34 -4 number of rank correlation coeilirients w r w  cotri~)utrd rcl;~lina thc :&hove ratio to these adjusted 
regression cocff~cient arid to v :~r ion~ coefficients of ~lt~tcrnliiultion. The prrcrntage of the New York Stock 
Exchange volume was also compared to the number of positive repnsion coefficients. The only ststisti- 
cally simiflatnt relationship was betaccn the percentage of Keu' York Stock Exchange volume and the two 
types ("t" only and "t," "t-I." plus "t-2") of coefficients multiplied by the arithmetic mean. The  result 
which is positive is not too informative since dollar net purchases by tlir funds enter into the numerator of 
both variahbs 

3s  hef funds supplied purchase and sales data for only 51 months of the 5% years. These findings are based 
on those data which cover January to  December 1953 and July 1955 to September 1958. 
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TABLE VI-12.-Percentage increases i n  market price and fund net purchases of . 
each of 30 individual common stocks, January 1953 fo September 1958 

I Dollar amounts in thousands] 

Security 

Percentage 
increase 

in l n i l r k ~ t  1 prirr 

Fund net 
purch:rscs 1 

Fund nct 
purchases 
, a  percent of  

NYSE 
rolunle 1 

I January to Decemher 1953 and July 1955 to Septemher 1958. 

The monthly regression equations in which fund net purchases in 
each individual security were espressed :t.s a percentage of total fund 
net purchases in common stocks yielded somewhat similar findings, 
for a sanlple of six securities tested, but the results were less signifi- 
cant statistically. A more extensive comparison of tho two approaches 
was made in the daily analysis where the results obtained using dollar 
figures were again superior to those obtained from the ratios. 

The repression equations in which net purchases are the dependent 
variable disclose very little correlation between these purchases and 
preceding market prices. As discussed earlier in this section all var- 
iables were expressed as ratios, but the distribution of the regression 
coefficients does not differ significantly horn what one would expect 
from cllance forces alone. The coefficients for market price in "t-3" 
are more than double their standard error for six securities; however 
two have positive signs and four negative. The data for these six 
issues as well as the data presented in table VI-13 disclose no con- 
sistent pattern. The switch from a majority of positive signs in 
"t-1" to a majority of negative signs in "t-3" provides fuel for 
speculation on a time la in fund reaction to market prices, but the 
data do not justify any f efinite conclusion. 
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TABLE VI-13.-Relation between fund net purchases and market prices of SO 
individual common stocks, distribution of signs of regression coeficients, monthl!/ 
data, J a n u a r y  1953-September 1958 

Independent variable 

............................. Market price (t-1) 

............................. Market price (t-2) 
Market price (t-3) ............................. 
Net purchases (t-3) ............................ 

Number of + signs 

17 
17 
11 
17 

Number of 
- signs 

1 Significant at the 0.05 level. 

Coefficient exceeds 
standard orror 

Dady  analysis 

- 
Numlm of + signs 

110 
5 
2 

' 7  

The individual security regression equations relating daily market 
prices and daily fund net purchases within the third quarter of 1958 
demonstrate the same sort of relationships as those found in the 
monthly equations, but  the results are slightly less significant. The 
equations employed are of the same form as those in the monthly 
analysis with the exception that five daily periods are used instead 
of three monthly periods. The results of the equations are presented 
in appendix tables VI--3 and VI-4 which :ire symmetric with appendix 
tables VI-1 and VI-2 for the monthly regressions. 

Considering first the equations with market price us the dependent 
variable, the number of statistically significant regression coefficients 
exceeds the expected number (1.5) for each of the 5 time periods and 
for all time periods combined there was a total of 18 statistically 
significant coefficients. This figure of 18 is in contri~st to an expected 
value of 7f& and 14 of the 18 are positive in sign. However, the 
number of statistically significant coefficients exceeds the expectancy 
by a significant degree (in a probability sense) for only one time 
period (t-2) and one of the six coefficients is negative for this period. 
This evidence is less conclusive than that found in the monthly 
equations for indiviclu:~l securities, but certainly is co~isisterlt with t,he 
hypothesis that there is a positive correlation between the two vari- 
rtbles. As shown in table VI-14, the number of positive signs is 
significantly greater than the number of negative signs for net pur- 
chases for each of the five time lags. The figures for the distribution 
of signs where the coefficient exceeds its o~i-11 standard error are less 
impressive. Only one period ("t-3") is statistically significant but 
all exhibit a positive tendency and the combined results are quite 
significant . 

Number of 
- signs 

3 
5 

I11  
1 
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TARLE VI-14.-Relation between market price and fund net purchases of SO indi- 
vidual common stocks, distribution of signs of regression coeficients, daily data, Sd 
quarter 1958 

I I / Coefficient exceeds 
I standard error 

Net purchases ( t )  ............................. 
Net purchases (t-1) ............................. 
Net purchases (t-2) 

I :1/ 
............................ 1 20 

Net purchases (t-3) ............................. a 22 
Net purchases ( t 4 ) .  .......................... - 1  120 1 
Market price (t-5) .............................. 1 229 1 

1 Significwt a1 thc  0.05 level. ' Sl~ni5edr1t at the 0.01 le\.el. 

A comparison of specific securities in the daily and nionthlv analvses 
is quite informative. The results indicate that the positive relation- 
ships observed between tund net purchtises and later market prices 
hold for these securities in general rather than for specific issues in 
the group. Onlv one security, Standard Oil of Indiana, possesses a t  - 
least one statistically significant regression coefficient (excluding that 
for initial market price) in both the monthly and daily analyses. 
Only five securities reveal all positive coefficients in both regression 
equations: Standard Oil of Indiana, Bethlehem Steel, Goodyear, 
Phillips Petroleum, and Union Carbide. Both findings coincide 
almost precisely with the result to be expected if chance forces deter- 
mined the degree of duplication in the two analyses. 

Evidence concerning the economic significance of the regression 
coefficients is conflicting Adjustments similar to those employed in . 
the monthly analysis 36 supply the basis for such an appraisal, but 
negative coefficients appear among the larger values too frequently 
to justify tiny generalizations. For c~nmplc,  the summation of the 
adjusted coefficients multiplied by the standard deviation is greater 
than 0.02 3i for six securities, but the sign is positive in three cases 
and negative in the other three. None of the other statistics is as 
large as 0.02 for m y  security, and negative signs appear anlong thc 
highest vttlues for eiich statistic. In  contrttst to these findings, the 
four securities that rank high in each of the four statistics 38 employed 
have positire signs in every instance. These securities, Firrstone, 
S t a n d d  Oil of Indiana, Standard Oil of California, and Gcrleral 
Motors, reach their highest level when the ~djusted coefficients are 
summed ovcr the five periods and the standard deviation is employed 
as the weighting factor. The actual statistics for these four securities 
vary from 1.6 percentage points for Standard Oil of Indiana to 3.0 for ' 

Firestone Fund net purchases during the third quarter of 195s 
were equal to a t  least 8 0 percent of the New York Stocli Exctiangc 

See that aualvanfor a ( l~~cuswm oithe computations of the ?tatl%ic? emnlov~d 
37 Change? In market prlces and the volume of fund actlv~tv are naturallv much smaller on a dally basis 

than on a monthlv haw Slnce this malysis 1s based on dally data, these figures ar? much qmallrr than 
those of the monthly analysis 

4 
28 Adjusted coefficients for "t" and hr Z (t-i) multiplied hy arlthmetlc mean and multiplied by stnntl- 

ard deviation. 1-0 
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volume for each of these four securities, but attempts to establish 
any general relationship between the apparent significance of the 
results and percentage of market volume were unsuccessful. The 
rsppearance of one issue (Standard Oil of California) on the list for 
both the monthly and daily data would be expected from chance forces 
done and should not be interpreted in any special way with respect 
to that security. 

TABLE VI-15.-Relation between fund net purchases and market prices of $0 i n -  
dividual common stocks, distribution of signs of regression coeficients, dai ly  data, 
Sd quarter 1968 

Independrnt variable 
Number 
of,plus 
sgns  

Sumber 
of minus 

signs 

Coefficient exceeds 
standard error 

( ;mn I Number 
of minus / signs 1 signs l ~ - l ~ ~ ~  

Market price ( t - I )  ...................................... 17 
...................................... Market price (t-2) 14 

Market price ( t 3 )  ...................................... 18 
Market price (t-4) ...................................... 11 
Market price (t-5) ...................................... 16 
Net purchases (1-5) ..................................... 12 

The daily regression equations relating fund net purchases in spe- 
cific issues to preceding market prices in that issue indicate neither a 
positive nor a negative correlation. There are five securities in which 
the regression coefficients for market price in (t-1) are statistically 
significant, but three are positive and two are negative. Considering 
the coefficients for all 5 time periods, a total of 14 are statistically sig- 
nificant, but they are divided between 6 positive and 8 negative values. 
The same sort of pattern can be observed in table VI-15 which sum- 
marizes the signs for all securities. The division between signs is not 
statistically significant in any comparison, and the pattern fluctuates 
with respect to which sign is in the majority. 
SpeczJic securities i n  which one or more f unds  hare large percentage 

holdings 
Data secured for the andysis of the control of portfolio companies 

may be useful in the study of impact. Each investment fund was 
asked to identify all common stocks in which it  held 1 percent or more 
of the outstanding voting securities on either January 1, 1953, or Sep- 
tember 30, 1958, and to indicate its purchases or sales in each of the 
identified securities for every month of the period January-December 
1953 and July 1955-September 1958. Many securities were listed 
by more than one fund and the cumulative percentage holding by all 
funds listing eltch security was obtained. A simple random sample 
of those securities in which the cumulative figure was greater than 10 
percent was selected using a sampling frnclion of one-third. All secu- 
rities with fewer than 5 months in which the funds had transactions 
were discttrded, yielding a sample of 20 issues.39 These data were 
analyzed in an attempt to show what, if any, relationship existed 

a@ None of these 20 securities appeared In the list of 30 market leaders studied in the preceding section. 


